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INTRODUCTION
Animal Warriors Conservation Society organization was established in the year 2019. Since
the day we started we have been implementing our ideas on conservation of wildlife and
natural resources and saving biodiversity from plastic waste. We extended our work to create
awareness among people to live in harmony with nature. AWCS took several initiatives to
conserve nature and its biodiversity through field-based conservation activities and
awareness that would encourage proactive action for the conservation of wildlife and natural
habitats.
In this era of the climate crisis, the destruction of nature, the environment, and wildlife is
highly evident. There is an irreversible depletion of natural resources due to industrialization
and globalization and plastic usage.
Our Conservation projects are an effort to protect, maintain and use natural resources in a
sustainable manner. This is to ensure that future generations have access to these resources.
Wildlife is a part of nature and therefore there is a need to protect them.
In its mission to take forward the agenda of environmental protection and wildlife
conservation Animal Warriors Conservation Society works with different groups of individuals
and institutions across different sections of society. These alliances strive to address the
common goal of conserving biodiversity, sustainably using natural resources and maintaining
ecosystems and ecosystem services for the survival of wildlife and people depending on
them.
In order to conserve India's ecological security, AWCS has adopted the following steps:


Ensuring conservation of the country’s biodiversity, major ecosystems and critical
landscapes



Minimizing wasteful consumption of natural resources by all sectors of society



Promoting the active involvement of rural and traditional communities in the
sustainable management and conservation of natural resources by alternative
livelihoods.



Working towards reduction in the impact of climate change



Minimizing plastic pollution, reducing the use of plastics and ensuring improved
management of plastic waste



Enhancing active participation of all sections of society in nature conservation and
environmental protection through environmental education, awareness, capacitybuilding



Ensuring that environmental principles are integrated into development planning,
policy and practices



Promoting environmental governance through legislation, policy and advocacy
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FOREWORD FROM FOUNDER
I am very glad to present you our work through 2020, a year which brought so much distress
to the world. Year 2020 has been a wakeup call with a strong message to protect our planet.
2020 proved how united our world is working against the crises to come out of it. This unity
and dedication are required to fight a bigger crisis our planet is facing i.e., global warming.
I am very much thankful to great humans who donated to us for the work which we dedicated
ourselves towards the benefit of Nature as well as mankind. Without your support we won’t be
creating an impact.
I humbly salute to our members and volunteers who worked with tireless and selfless
commitment in making us stand strong for Nature and its Earthlings.
With a great respect i thank all the Organizations and Agencies which collaborated with us to
work the cause and inspiring us in every step we took forward.
Thanks everyone for supporting us to create successful stories of life.
With gratitude,

Pradeep Nair
Founder / President
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A JOURNEY INTO WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
The last year has gone really Fruitful irrespective of the pandemic, our Conservations
activities such as Beach clean-up, Ghost net removals in the nest laying sites of olive ridley
turtles and awareness activities to encourage Fishermen communities for protecting the
endangered and threatened marine biodiversity has taken steps into conservation efforts of
us into marine life.
Since the day we started, we have been implementing our ideas on conservation of wildlife
and natural resources and saving the biodiversity from plastic waste. We extended our work
to create awareness on plastic waste and its effects on wildlife and the environment. We took
several initiatives to conserve nature and its biodiversity through field-based conservation
activities and awareness that would encourage proactive action for conservation of wildlife
and natural habitats through habitat restoration programs, and species conservations
programs like distributing free sparrow nest boxes to encourage people for sparrow
conservation.
Our Continuous efforts to maintain ecological balance in Lakes and wetland water bodies by
cleaning them from plastic and other harmful waste has made us to save more natural life and
wildlife.
Our Conservation projects are an effort to protect, maintain and use natural resources in a
sustainable manner. This is to ensure that future generations have access to these resources.
Wildlife is a part of nature and therefore there is a need to protect them.
We have given some protective measures to save people from Conflict situations between
human and wildlife.
In our mission to take forward the agenda of environmental protection and wildlife
conservation Animal Warriors Conservation Society works with different groups of individuals
and institutions across different sections of society.
We will continue our efforts to save and conserve the nature and wildlife by our sustainable
approach to make them thriving for the future.
Team Animal Warriors Conservation Society

Jakka Amarnath
Program Manager - Wildlife & Conservation
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COVID-19 PANDEMIC SITUATION
Covid-19 Pandemic made whole world pause. With a severe outbreak India took a major step
to control the spread by total Lockdown of the country. This lockdown was mandatory to
minimize the community spread of the virus.
Not only humans but animals also suffered severely due the lockdown. Stray animals who
were fully dependent on humans either by direct feeding or thorough garbage. Animals
around the tourist places like parks etc have no chance of getting food. Due to this there can
be stray-wildlife conflict. To avoid this Animal Warriors Conservation Society took up stray
feeding program around tourist places and other abandoned areas. We fed around 2000
animals during the lockdown through this initiative. We also took a systematic statistic of the
stray dogs around these locations which we submitted to agencies for Animal Birth Control
Program.
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VIZAG GAS LEAK RELIEF
There were 32 animal causalities and the dead animals include Cows, Calves, Buffaloes, and
Dogs. Many birds are dead and there is no proper data of dead bird numbers in that vicinity.
Our Rapid Response team flung into action and saved total 12 animals were rescued and
over 100 animals were fed in two days of operation.
Vizag gas leak, was an industrial accident that occurred at the LG Polymers chemical plant in
R. R. Venkatapuram village near Gopalapatnam on the outskirts of Visakhapatnam, Andhra
Pradesh, India, on the early morning of 7 May 2020. The resultant vapor cloud spread over a
radius of about 3 kilometers (1.9 mi), affecting the nearby areas and villages. As of 5 p.m.
(UTC) 8 May, the death toll was 13, and more than 1,000 people were sick after being
exposed to the gas.
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OCEAN WARRIORS
Ocean Warriors is a Project by Animal Warriors Conservation Society, focusing mainly on
Ocean Conservation. Ocean Warriors is working on projects related to Marine and Coastal
Conservation efforts involving communities and policy making agencies. After the launch of
the Program we took up a coastal clean up drive at Kothapatnam Beach,Ongole, Andhra
Pradesh. We ensured this event as a community-driven event by involving fishermen
community of Pallepalem along with Coastal Department of Andhra Pradesh. We have
collected more than half a ton of plastic from the beach which includes plastic bottles and
discarded fishing nets. We also introduced a garbage bin shaped like fish to attract visitors
and to encourage them to use bins as safe disposal. Along with this we sensitized fishermen
about over-fishing and gear management for the protection of marine bio-diversity.
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LAKE WARRIORS
Hyderabad is known for its lakes. With a growing population waste management has become
a major issue to deal with. Many a times plastic waste is being dumped into lakes by public.
During festivals and other ceremonies with a sentiment towards disposing ceremonial items
into water bodies is getting things more complicated. Many pooja items come in plastic covers
and garlands are made of plastic strings. These waste when dumped into lakes are posing
threat to wildlife.
Under our conservation agenda we committed to keep lakes free from plastic. We removed
around 1.5tonnes of plastic from our Clean Lakes events this year.
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HABITAT RESTORATION
As urban development is expanding the green patch is shrinking at alarming rate posing a
serious threat to urban wildlife. Most of the lakes around the city where migrant birds thrive
are having very less density of tree cover. This is leading birds to travel far away to roost.
With our Habitat Restoration Drive we planted 200 native plants around lakes during premonsoon season for a better survival of the growth.
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BRING BACK SPARROWS
House Sparrows once a common species among human habitats are becoming a rare sight.
The main reason for this rapid urbanization. This is making house sparrows hard to find
nesting sites in concrete structures. Animal Warriors Conservation Society initiated
distribution of Free Sparrows Nest boxes using reusable materials. We distributed around 84
free nests boxes to community to involving them in community conservation of House
Sparrows.
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WATER FOR ANIMALS
Water is a basic necessity for all life forms. Harsh summers are becoming a tough time,
especially for Wildlife. Our water bowl for bird’s initiative is made to help birds around the city
to beat the heat. We distributed 200 free water bowls for this summer to encourage
community involvement in wildlife conservation.
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EMERGENCY RELIEF NETWORK WORKSHOP
We as member organization of Emergency Relief Network imitated by WTI-IFAW conducted
ERN WORKSHOP at BAPATLA. The agenda of the three day workshop is to Brainstorm and
capacity building for the Members and Finding out Best Management Practice During
Cyclone and Flood for Wildlife, Domestic & Pets, Livestock. Chief Guest Mr. B. Vijay Kumar
(Divisional Forest Officer, SF, Guntur Circle) with his Knowledge and experience in managing
disaster relief has shared his
valuable thoughts on Emergency Relief during the time of disasters for Animals.
He has given some key ideas during his tenure in Vishakhapatnam zoo with respect to a
rehab center for wildlife. Mr. Vijay Kumar with the support of Wildlife Trust of India conducted
ERN Workshop at Vishakhapatnam in year 2006.
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VIRTUAL NATURE WALK
We Organized a Virtual environmental awareness program on behalf of Telangana Forest
Department RangaReddy Circle in Collaboration with Animal Warriors Conservation Society,
Titled as Mahavir Harina Vanasthali National Park Haritha Haram Virtual Environmental
Awareness Program. Virtual Environmental Awareness Program" is an online event
conducted on behalf of Telangana Ku Haritha Haram which will be celebrated from Jun
29th,2020 to Jul 04th,2020. To Speak on Importance Telangana ku Haritha haram & Forests
for Human Survival, Forest Landscapes of Telangana, Biodiversity of Telangana State,
Importance of National Parks and Sanctuaries with emphasis of Harina Vanasthali National
Park, Importance of Insects and Birds in the Ecosystem.
We have organised a nature camp for the students virtually in this This Nature Camp activities
are mainly focused on students and nature enthusiasts to participate in virtual Environmental
Awareness Program by doing camp activities within their homes or neighbourhoods.
VIRTUAL NATURE CAMP ACTIVITIES
1)Native Trees Identification – Students were asked to Identify native trees around their
community. They should collect one leaf from each tree and stick in their journal and mention
the name of the tree beneath it and should write a brief note about each.
2)Butterflies in your garden -Students were asked to draw butterflies which they seen in the
journal and to identify the name of the butterfly and describe the importance of butterflies in
nature.
3)Seed Collection – Students were asked to collect a few seeds of native plants and write the
name of the plant and draw an image of the National Park of a forest in their journal.
4)Bird Watching – Students were asked to describe the birds which they saw in their
community. And were asked to draw a bird which they like most and write a short note on it.
5)Watch a nature documentary or movie. Students were asked to write what they liked in it. 6)
And plant the seed which you collected on day 3 and submit your journal. WE request all the
students to submit their journal on or before 6pm.
7)Awareness of Environmental Education.
An Appreciation Certificate has been given to the students who participated in the program.
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INTERNATIONAL TIGER DAY
We celebrated the International Tiger Day Program on 29th of July 2020, in collaboration with
Telangana Forest department Ranga Reddy Circle, Mahavir Harina Vanasthali National Park
as an online webinar program. The agenda is to bring the importance of protecting Tigers and
other Management practices take by the Forest department of Telangana to protect them and
their prey populations and their habitats. By focusing on the Global and National perspective
of Tiger Conservation, Impact of Habitat management on Tigers and its prey population in
tiger reserves of Telangana, Wildlife census and monitoring of tigers and its prey in tiger
reserves of Telangana, Ex-Situ conservation of Flagship species like Tigers in Nehru
Zoological Park.
And finally, a live wildlife experience was conducted for the viewers of the online program at
Nehru Zoological Park.

Art made by young child in the celebrations of International Tigers Day
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HYDERABAD FLOOD RELEIF
With a deep depression over Bay of Bengal brought incessant rains in Hyderabad which filled
waters bodies around the cities. Heavily plastic polluted lakes flushed the plastics into drain
lines which clogged them making the whole city submerged. Musi river dangerously swollen
pushing communities around it underwater. With a surprise flood animal were trapped in flood
waters and unable to escape. We ran a campaign with preparedness measures to save
animals in flood situations before the flood happened. Our Rapid Response Team was
deployed from the day 1 of floods. We saved many animals which were stranded in flood
water and brought them to safety. We fed animals which are around flooded areas where
humans are evacuated. We rescued 37 animals which were stranded in flooded areas.
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TACTICAL RESCUES
Tactical rescues, where an animal fell into a well or trapped somewhere, are most tricky and
tough rescue situations which demands a proper planning and good equipment to save
animals. We are specialized in these types of rescues. Our Emergency Response team are
dedicated and trained executing these kinds of rescues. With good discipline and planning we
have saved numerous animals this year. Our campaign to raise funds in procuring good
equipment was fruitful, still a long list of life saving equipment are pending.
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WILDLIFE RESCUES
We are committed towards protecting and saving wildlife around urban areas. In a city where
kite flying a favorite hobby often pose threat to birds and other wildlife with use of banned
Manja/ Nylon string. These Manja strings gets detached and entangle into trees and other
structures of the city in which birds gets trapped in. These types of rescues are most common
type of wildlife rescues which we do. And many other urban wildlife like Monkeys, Mongoose ,
jungle cats, snakes are also need to be rescued from human habitats. With a dedicated team
we could save
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MAN-ANIMAL CONFLICT MITIGATION
In the recent tiger human conflict situation at Telangana’s Komaram Bheem Asifabadh
District. Our team AWCS has taken a initiative of spreading Public awareness as a measure
to mitigate the Tiger Human Conflict. We continuously putting our efforts to alert the public in
how to avoid the confrontation with the Tigers by fallowing Time Restrictions, Avoiding the
sensitive areas.
We have donated 200 Human face masks to people who works in the fields in Five Villages.
These masks are to be used by field workers by wearing back of there head. This technique
is to alert the animal when it is attacking from the back of the person.
We also donated Whistles to the community’s wo are in regular contact with the forests and
its adjacent areas. We have donated more than 600 whistles in the process of alerting the
animal from a safe distance and allowing the animal to move away. This process can avoid
the human close confrontation with Tigers and other wildlife.
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FINANCIALS

ANIMAL WARRIORS CONSERVATION SOCIETY
Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31.03.2020
Amount in
Amount in
Expenditure
Rs.
Income
Rs.
To Medical Expenses
To Vehicle Maintenance
To Travelling Expenses
To Animal food expenses
To Repairs and Maintenance
To Bank Charges
To Misc Expenses
To Rent

1,010
8,135
12,600
71,000
6,260
35
4,031
42,000

By Voluntary Contributions
By Interest on SB Account

To Excess of Expenditure
over Income

1,45,071

1,27,933
378

16,761

1,45,071

As per our audit report of even date
M/s. Tukaram & Co LLP.,

For ANIMAL WARRIORS CONSERVATION
SOCIETY

Chartered Accountants
Firm No 004436S/S200135
B Viswanatha
Partner
M.No. 222062

President
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RESCUE REPORT
Animal Warriors Conservation Society actively participate in Wildlife and Tactical Rescues.
Our Wildlife Rescue Team consists of 7 members are well trained to handle wildlife animals
with minimal stress . Our Emergency Tactical Team is trained and equipped to engage in
most critical type of animal rescue – Tactical Rescues. Our Rapid Response Team is spread
around few states with experience and well-prepared to handle Disasters.
With these teams dedicated selflessly round the year we could save animals from distress
and disasters. Our team travelled to other parts of the state to rescue animals which are stuck
in difficult situations and brought them BACK TO LIFE.

Wildlife Rescues

Tactical Rescues

258 507
56 2058
Disaster Rescues

Animals Fed
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THANK YOU
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THERE IS NO PLANET B

 www.awcsindia.org
 9697887888

 /animalwarriorsindia
 /awcs_org
 /awcs_org

